ABSTRACT. H. P. Rosenthal [Some recent discoveries in the isomorphic theory of Banach spaces, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 84 (1978), has shown that for separable Banach spaces, X contains no subspace isomorphic to l\ iff every bounded subset of X is weakly sequentially dense in its weak closure (bwsd property).
(1) X is weak N -sequential [6, Problem 8. 4 .116] if A is a subset of X and x G A (closure in the weak topology) imply there is a sequence (an) in A which converges weakly to x. From Problems 9.1.106 and 8. 4 .201 of [6] one can deduce that X is weak A^-sequential if and only if X is finite dimensional.
(2) X is bounded weak sequentially dense (bwsd) if every bounded subset of X is weakly sequentially dense in its weak closure.
(3) X is weak angelic if every relatively weakly compact subset of X is weakly sequentially dense in its weak closure. It turns out that every Banach space has this property [1, 3] .
Clearly, weak TV-sequential => bwsd =>■ weak angelic. Ryff [5] shows that l\ does not have the bwsd property. Hence weak angelic does not imply bwsd. Our objective is to characterize the bwsd property.
THEOREM. The following are equivalent:
(a) Every bounded sequence in X has a weak-Cauchy subsequence.
(b) X has the bwsd property. in S. By (a) there is at least one cluster point F G X" such that F = x", in fact, F = x" for each cluster point F of Jai, Ja2, J03,_ . Consequently, Jai, Ja2, Jas, ■ ■ ■ has a unique cluster point F. Since JS is weak* compact and a sequence in a compact space with unique cluster point must converge to that point, Ja\,Ja2, Ja^,. (b) => (c) We show that bwsd is a hereditary property. To do this we show if there is a continuous one-to-one map from Y into X where X is bwsd, then Y is bwsd. Let /: Y -> X be continuous and A be a bounded subset of Y with x G A . Then / is weak-weak continuous [2] , so f{x) G f{A ) Ç f{A) . So there exists a sequence f(an) such that (f(an)) -^* f{x). Since / is one-to-one, /_1 is a closed map, so (an) -► x.
(c) => (d) By [5] l\ does not have bwsd, and since bwsd is hereditary, X cannot contain a subspace isomorphic to l\.
(d) =>• (a) This follows by Rosenthal's result [4] .
From our characterization of bwsd, spaces such as l2 and cr, will have this property. Since they are not finite dimensional, they cannot be weak TV-sequential. So there must exist in such spaces an unbounded set A with a point in its weak closure that is not the limit of a sequence. Such a set for l2 is A = {em + men : 1 < m < n < oo}. Then 0 G A , yet no sequence in A weakly converges to 0. Such a set for co is B = {n6n : n = 1,2,3,...} (see Problem 8. 4 .120 of [6] ).
